Cleric Tempest Domain 13

Outlander - Outcast

CLASS & LEVEL

BACKGROUND

PLAYER NAME

ALIGNMENT

EXPERIENCE POINTS

Dragonborn - Blue
RACE

CHARACTER NAME

120000

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH

+5

16
+5

ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

-1

30

INITIATIVE

SPEED

Origin - Outcast
Trait - I’m always picking things up,
absently fiddling with them, and
sometimes accidentally breaking them.
PERSONALITY TRAITS

14+6
DEXTERITY

-1
8

+5

Strength

-1

Dexterity

+2

Constitution

-1

Intelligence

●

+8

Wisdom

●

+7

Charisma

CONSTITUTION

Hit Point Maximum 94

94
CURRENT HIT POINTS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

+2
INTELLIGENCE

-1

Acrobatics (Dex)

+3

Animal Handling (Wis)

-1

Arcana (Int)
Athletics (Str)

+2

Deception (Cha)

-1

History (Int)

+8

Insight (Wis)

+2

Intimidation (Cha)

WISDOM

-1

Investigation (Int)

+3

+3

Medicine (Wis)

-1

Nature (Int)

+3

Perception (Wis)

-1
8

●

14+2
CHARISMA

●

+2
13+1

●

Total 13d8

13

+2

Performance (Cha)

+7

Persuasion (Cha)

-1

Religion (Int)

-1

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

-1

Stealth (Dex)

+8

Survival (Wis)

NAME

FAILURES

1d10+5Sla

Maul

+10

2d6+5Blud

D.Strike

Ex

+1d8Thun

Divine Strike - add 1d8 extra Thunder
damage to a weapon attack each turn
Breath Weapon(1/1) - Lightning 5x30'
Line (DC15/4d6/Dexterity save for half
damage)
Channel Divinity(2/2)
*Turn Undead (Destroy CR 2)
*Destructive Wrath
ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

Body - Chain Mail (16 AC
no Dexterity,
Disadvantage vs. Stealth)
RH - Glaive (2H Reach)
Belt - Maul
Neck - Holy Symbol
(Lightning Bolt Amulet)

CP

SP

EP

GP

Don’t expect me to save those who can’t save
themselves. It is nature’s way that the strong thrive
and the weak perish.
FLAWS

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

+10

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

BONDS

DEATH SAVES

Glaive

SKILLS

13

SUCCESSES

HIT DICE

+10

●

IDEALS

I suffer awful visions of a coming disaster
and will do anything to prevent it.

SAVING THROWS

14

Life is like the seasons, in constant
change, and we must change with it.

--==Racial==-***Race - Dragonborn***
*Ability Score - Strength +2 and Charisma +1
*Size - Medium
*Draconic Ancestry - Blue
*Breath Weapon - Lightning 5x30' Line (DC15/3d6/Dexterity Save for half damage), you
may use your breath weapon once per short or long rest.
*Damage Resistance - you have Resistance vs. Lightning
*Languages - Common and Draconic
--==Background==-***Background - Outlander***
*Skills - Athletics(Str) and Survival(Wis)
*Tools - Lute
*Languages - Undercommon
--==Class==-***Class - Cleric***
*Ability Score - Strength +6 and Wisdom +2
*Hit Dice - 13d8
*Armor - Light, Medium and Shields
*Weapons - Simple
*Saving Throws - Wisdom and Charisma
*Skills - Persuasion(Cha) and Insight(Wis)
*Starting Wealth - 200GP(5d4x10)
*Prepared Spells(16)
*Ritual Casting - you may cast any prepared spell with the "Ritual" tag as a Ritual without
consuming a Spell Slot, but add 10 minutes to the casting time.
*Channel Divinity(2) - you may use these to power various effects per short or long rest.
*Channel Divinity(Turn Undead) - you cause Undead within 30' of you to make a Wisdom
save or be "Turned" for 1 minute; Turned Undead must spend its turns trying to move as far
away from you as it can, and cannot willingly move to a space within 30' of you. It also
cannot make Reactions, for its Action it can only make the Dash action or attempt to
escape from an effect that prevents it from moving, if there's nowhere to move it can use
the Dodge action.
*Destroy Undead(CR 2) - when an Undead fails its saving throw against your "Turn
Undead" ability it is instantly destroyed if it is equal or below a certain Challenge Rating
(CR).
*Divine Intervention - you may call upon Talos for assistance, roll a d100 and if you roll
equal or below your Cleric level Talos intervenes; you may use this ability again after 7
days if Talos intervenes, if not then after a long rest.
--==Archetype==-***Archetype - Tempest Domain***
*Deity - Talos
*Domain Spells - always Prepared and do no count against Prepared Spells.
*Armor - Heavy
*Weapons - Martial
*Wrath of the Storm(3) - you may use your Reaction from being hit by an enemy to cause it
to take 2d8 Lightning or Thunder damage (your choice) or make a Dexterity save for half
damage; you may use this ability (Wisdom Modifier) times per long rest.
*Channel Divinity(Destructive Wrath) - you may take Maximum Damage when you roll for
Lightning or Thunder Damage.
*Thunderbolt Strike - when you deal Lightning damage to a Large or smaller creature you
may also push it up to 10' away from you.
*Divine Strike(1d8) - once on each of your turns when you hit a creature with a weapon
attack you can cause the attack to deal an extra (1d8) Thunder damage.
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PP

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

CHARACTER NAME

AGE

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

EYES

SKIN

HAIR

NAME

SYMBOL

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

Background Equipment - A staff, a hunting trap, a trophy from an
animal you killed, a set of traveler’s clothes, and a belt
pouch
Cleric Starting Equipment - Chain Mail(75GP), Glaive(20GP),
Maul(10GP), Dungeoneer's Pack(12GP), Holy Symbol(Lightning
Bolt Amulet 5GP)

CHARACTER BACKSTORY
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Cleric

Wisdom

16

+8

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

6

3

1

Guidance

●

Call Lightning (Domain)

●

Heal

Mending

●

Blade Barrier

●

Sleet Storm (Domain)

Spare the Dying

●

Mass Healing Word

Thaumaturgy

●

Revivify

Resistance

SPELL
LEVEL

SLOTS TOTAL

1

4

EPAR

PR

7
SPELL NAME

ED

SPELLS KNOWN

SLOTS EXPENDED

●

●

Fog Cloud (Domain)

●

Thunderwave (Domain)

●

Cure Wounds

●

Bless

●

Control Water (Domain)

●

Detect Magic (Ritual)

●

Ice Storm (Domain)

●

Bane

●

Death Ward

●

Freedom of Movement

4

Conjure Celestial

3

8

2

3

●

Gust of Wind (Domain)

●

Shatter (Domain)

●

Prayer of Healing

●

Silence

5

2

●

Destructive Wave (Domain)

●

Insect Plague (Domain)

●

Mass Cure Wounds

●

Contagion

●

Flame Strike

1

9
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